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For example, the plowman “[wears] a tunic and a mare” (line 450). Also, the 

Reeve “[wears] a long sugarcoat of bluish shade” (line 618). II. What I want 

to know. Every knight is equipped with a horse. 

Besides the horses, they wear armor. The hauberk is one kind of armor. It is 

a short of mail. Its origin could date back t Medieval Islamic golden ages. The

hauberks were quite expensive, and it sat be replaced by plate armor in 14th

century. Inside the hauberk, they wore if o: (The left one is fustian wore in 

sass while the right picture shows the hub The Squire wears a short gown 

with wide sleeves. 

The short gowns were in k length while the wide sleeves have enlarging 

opening. The length of the go indicates the ages of the Squire. On the other 

hand, his wild sleeves show he displaying a higher status than his. Making 

wild sleeves costs excessive fabric is expensive. What the Squire wears 

features upper clothes. In middle ages, clergy couldn’t wear too elaborately 

or extravagantly. Otherwise, the Monk he wild and flaring sleeves lined with 

fur. 

The use of fur on garments was seen early fourteen century. By the end of 

the 14th century, fur-lined clothes were for the bourgeoisie. However, the 

fur-lined clothes were forbidden by the chi middle ages, the monks should 

wear hoods. Most of the hoods were brown a The Monk in The Canterbury 

Tales not only wears a hood but fasten a golden his hood. Back to medieval 

times, the Jewelry was mostly gold, which were pr and expensive. The Monks

attire reflects his wealth and disobedience to the The cope worn by the Friar 

could be worn by any clergy, but a bishop would with a miter together. 
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The Seminole was a short cope. In middle ages, most was made from wool. 

Embroidery and dye were complicated techniques. The clothes were very 

expensive, especially those embroidered with patterns. 

Am materials, silk was the most luxurious fabric. It was imported from the 

East. Ascription of the Merchant’s attire is vague. However, it’s apparent that

the Merchant dresses himself stylishly and fashionably. His clothing shows 

his s and occupation. 

The motley he wears, a colorful fabric. Moreover, his Flemish made from 

beaver fur. It was soft and easy to comb. The text doesn’t mention kinds of 

clothes the Monk wears and the shape of his hat. When it comes to f wear, 

he wears a pair of boots. 

At that time, it was a fashionable type of poof the middle ages, the boots 

were one kind of slippers. In the 14th century, the makers copied from 

armed boots and turned it thinner, shorter, and more enforceable to wear 

while riding on horses or hunt. The costume demonstrate the Sergeant of the

Law is in the middle class by his colorful coat of, which is the silk belt. Not 

only him but also the Physician dresses colorful with expel fabrics. Women’s 

garments are also described in detail. The lady Priories delicate rosary. 

The rosary was brought back to Europe by the crusaders. It of a string of 

beads. She also wears a wimple and a cloak. Both items are type women in 

middle ages. The cloak is a loose and long garment for outdoor or wear at 

that time, serving as coats today. 
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In addition, she wears a wimple to dead. In middle ages, it’s impropriety for 

married women or female prayers t their hair. The wimple worn by the 

Prioress covers her head and wind around and chin. Headdresses were 

popular in middle ages for women. Wife of Bath puts on extravagant 

kerchief, wimple, and hat as well. The weight of her headdress refers fine 

quality. Expensive materials, such as silk and linen, were used at that time. 

They were embroidered on patterns. Some of them were decorated with fur 

or Jewelry, such as pearl and gems. The hat was one of the basic equipment 

for pilgrims to protect them from sands, wind, and rain. Some expensive 

ones were decorated with worker and covered with lace. 

In the middle ages, women wore mantles for winter or outside wear. It kept 

the gown clean on the pilgrimage or outside. The Wife wears a spur. The 

spur was one of the basic equipment for pilgrims. It was worn on heels to 

direct a horse. 

The left image is a mantle in the middle ages while the right one is a spur. ) 

The tunic was the basic garment in middle ages for both men and women. 

The lower labor class, such as the Reeve and the Plowman, wore only tunic 

without any other garment. Ill. What I learn from the research. After 

rereading the text, I find out that the characters are what they wear. 

Their costumes display their characteristics, but their social statuses are 

hard to tell by their garments. The distinction between characters in noble 

class and the middle class is vague. Though it’s still easy to tell who belong 

to the labor class, the characters such as Merchant wears more like a noble. 
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The richer and rising bourgeoisie dresses themselves as the upper class, or 

more extravagant than them. In addition, the characters who are educated 

also wear elaborately, such as Physician and the Sergeant of the Law. Not 

only men but also women do wear delicately and luxuriously, like Wife of 

Bath. The characters in the middle class wear silk and colorful fabric, which 

are more expensive and exquisite than the Knight’s clothes. 

Beside the vivid description of fine costumes of these wealthy characters, 

their equipment is actually practical and suitable for pilgrimage. Their 

clothes and equipment demonstrate that they are on a long Journey to 

Canterbury, such as cloaks, hoods, hat, and spur. Furthermore, the clergy 

also dress superbly. The Friar dresses as a bishop almost across his rank of 

clergy. What’s more, the Monk breaks the rules of the church. He wears the 

fur-lined clothes and fastens the hood with precious gold pin. By the clothes, 

the corruption of the Catholic Church could be seen. 

Not only the bourgeoisie were gaining money, but the clergy were becoming 

more and wealthier. The characters’ costumes reflect the historical 

background. However, the influence of the Church was still great throughout 

the Europe. Take Wife of Bath as example. Her excessively decorated 

headdress is one of the features of women in middle ages. According to the 

Church, married women wouldn’t expose their hair in public. As a result, 

women at that time needed to cover their hair by riches or wimples. 
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